
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Who are we?  
 

METMOX, a prominent business in cybersecurity spread over three regions on the 

globe with most flexible offerings. METMOX designed functional operation centres 

to take out the complexity in strengthening your security program and network 

operations. MMSS is one of the major things we do.  

 

 
what is an MMSS? 

MMSS (Metmox Managed Security Services) are exceptionally helpful for offloading 

tedious or bulk security tasks. These tasks include Incident response, Vulnerabilities, 

VPM, Virus/spam blocking, Intrusion detection, System changes, Log monitoring 

with 24*7 expert staffing and above all at reduced costs and Real-time information.  

Originally MMSS adoption is driven in large enterprises, but troubles over advanced 

persistent threats (APTs) have led smaller organizations to understand the give-away 

of a SIEM managed security service provider (MMSS) can offer. 

MMSS provide a team of security specialists who can help as widely or narrowly as 

desired. It stretches security budgets for companies to have in-house security 

services. MMSS offer several opportunities to support these situations.  

How Metmox fits 

✓ Metmox operates many leading third-party IT security solutions, our own security 

technologies, and hybrid installations.  

✓ Metmox provides a 24*7 SOC without an organization having built and staff one 

themselves. Around-the-clock SOC means having experts available whenever a 

security incident occurs.  

✓ Clients can obtain a world-class SOC at METMOX that meets high-facility standards 

for a fraction of the cost of standing up their own center. Incident Management and 

Incident Handling is done within a given SLA  

✓ Over 200+ security specialists are working towards perfection nurturing our 

services. METMOX becomes the world’s biggest security provider while creating 

new landmarks in threat hunting technologies and thereby making your operations 

intact. 

✓ The technology and methods we use will speed up deployment, enhances flexibility 

now and in the future, and allow more opportunities for balancing security, cost, 

convenience and scalability to best meet the business needs.  

 

 

Delivering value Innovatively 

 MSSP 

 

 “True cybersecurity is preparing for what’s next, not what was last”- Neil Rerup 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

✓ Metmox MMSS offers extended support from enterprises for small organizations to 
flexible augmentation for larger ones. With customized services and products, we 
meet the expectations of the client in no time.  
 

What Metmox MMSS does 

In the realm of technology-driven lives, we rely on machine-generated data. Every 
organization including the private and public enterprises have imbibed machine data 
and perceiving digitalization effects.  
 
At Metmox, we start the services by turning the machine data of your company into 
operational intelligence using Metmox MMSS. We use Splunk SIEM tool as a bridge 
between your network and our MMSS. Once we schedule when and how to 
integrate our services, the onboarding process begins with very minimal steps.  
 

Benefits of using Metmox MMSS 

➢ Regular operational reporting through our METMOX Portal visualized dashboards, 
and automated monthly reports will be sent. 

➢ Metmox App/ our dashboard consists of windows events, firewalls, authentication, 
thread-intel and many more. You can access this data whenever required and from 
anywhere. 

➢ Based on requirements clients can receive alerts either in reactive or proactive ways.  
➢ The dashboard gives a clear picture of all the logs. Reports are the same logs or 

observations, unlike dashboard which is a visual representation of the same 
information.  

➢ Spike in threads alert will be sent as frequently as required.   
➢ When the criteria match with the use cases then alerts get triggered. This information 

will also be sent over Emails to the clients.  
➢ Customized support is the major aspect of our services and based on license and 

client demands we can always make new changes and upgrade.  

 

Today these iconic services and our products are both the foundations of our business 
and the inspiration for us to achieve more. To grow together every day and earn a 
great deal of clientele with highly enriched services is our vision.  
 
Metmox MMSS is an affordable, strategic and comprehensive solution that is 
sustainable for diverse organizations. We develop the technology not just to react 
once the damage is done, but we are here to prevent and protect it from happening 
at all. This proactive approach towards threats is the reason why our services are 
unique and rooted in a deep sense of the client's purpose, values, and security goals.  
 

Request for a demo today and as you start your journey with 

Metmox, you will perceive its offerings in a world-class manner.   

 

www.metmox.com 

+1 847 310 8600 

info@metmox.com 

1701 E Woodfield Road 

#400 Schaumburg, IL 60173  


